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(Image credit: Doug Mills-Pool/Getty Images) By the time you read this, U.S. President Donald J. Trump is going to give a 2020 State of the Union address. As is the norm these days, he is going to present his speech in the midst of a chaotic news week that followed the Democrats Iowa Caucus (results are still coming in) and while his
own impeachment trial is still ongoing. While we expect the president to take the victory lap to first, he can still frame it as a success as it seems he will not be removed from office. State Union's start timePresident Donald J. Trump's State of the Union address began at 9 .m. Eastern Region | 18 .m. Pacific.Where to watch State of the
Union for freeYou can watch via YouTube via the Washington Post, or tune through Locast, a nonprofit distributed broadcast TV. If you have a TV antenna or live service, you can watch the event on major broadcast channels: ABC, CBS, NBC, and PBS. It's also going to be on 24/7 news networks: CNN, Fox, and MSNBC. That means it's
on all these networks: FuboTV: 7 day free trial | $55 per month | CBS, NBC, CNN, Fox News, MSNBCHulu with Live TV: 1 week free trial | ABC, CBS, CNN, Fox News, MSNBC, NBCSling: $30 per month (first month is $20) | Blue: CNN, Fox News, MSNBCYouTube TV: 2 week free trial | $50 per month | ABC, CBS, CNN, Fox News,
MSNBCAT &amp;amp; T TV Now: 7 Day Free Trial | $65 per month thereafter | ABC, CBS, CNN, Fox News, MSNBC At the peak of its popularity in the late 1980s through the 1990s, the channel's ring setting was beloved for its perfect combination of extra sparkle, extra jewel protection, and a clean, modern look. Today, the channel
setting is most often seen in wedding and anniversary bands, but it is still a great option for an engagement ring. The channel setting is the type of ring setting in which the stones on the ring handle are set along the track between two metal walls. The stones are nested against each other and are not separated by twigs, beads or oblique
edible pheasers. Michela Buttignol/Brides Channel made the ring more profitable, says Los Angeles-based jeweler Corina Madilian. You can hide variations in the size of diamonds, and you do not have to set each stone separately. This lowers prices. Meet the Expert After years running the property and vintage jewelry showroom, Los
Angeles jeweler Corina Madilian founded Single Stone with her husband Ari in 2004. Their designs are designed entirely in downtown Los Angeles jewelry district and are featured in What's What To Wear, Town &amp; Country, and Harper's Bazaar. Since the metal walls on the handle fully cover the diamond's fragile belt, the channel
setting is also more protective than pavé or beads that are bands. The channel set group is also less likely to snag clothing. The biggest channel in the ring is how quickly it collects dirt. When dirt or lotion becomes between stones, it can take the sparkle away pretty quickly, says Madilian. i don't want to let anything accumulate.
Fortunately, cleaning the channel in the ring is a breeze. The easiest thing to do is boil a little water, take it off the stove, add some clear detergent, and let the ring sit a bit, Madilian explains. Let the hot water dissolve whatever is between the stones, then use the old toothbrush to gently wipe off all the residue. Rinse it, and then you're
done. Ready to shop for your channel-set engagement ring? Here are 15 stunning options. 01 out of 15 This geometric style is something perfectly fashionable about the dimensions of the step-by-step step diamonds. SHOP NOW: Single Stone, $9,800,02 from 15 Courtesy of Jack Vartanian Here, the 0.42ct pear center diamond provides
a moment of sweetness for an otherwise modern engagement ring style. SHOP NOW: Jack Vartanian, $4,080,04 out of 15 courtesy of Lauren B. Jewelry This architectural option, step-cut diamond-foot plays up straight lines in the center of the emerald-cut diamond. SHOP NOW: Lauren B. Jewelry, priced at demand 05 of 15 eye-catching
0.7ct oval diamond is the star of this minimal but not ascetic engagement ring. About 0.10 carat baguette diamonds fill the channel down the foot. SHOP NOW: Porter Gulch, $4,675,06 out of 15 Courtesy of Partridge Jewelers Go a little nontraditional with a beautiful pillow cut aquamarine paired with a graduated canal in the arm. SHOP
NOW: Partridge Jewelers, price on request 07 from 15 To infinity ... and beyond! We love how the futuristic ass dips to meet the marquise diamond on this intergalactic engagement ring. SHOP NOW: Gemvara, $2,957 08 from 15 Courtesy of Charles &amp; Colvard Almost colorless with a modified brilliant cut, a 3.16ct moissanite on this
classic channel, which engagement ring provides all the sparkle of a big diamond, but at a fraction of the cost. SHOP NOW: Charles &amp; Colvard, $2,227 09 out of 15 It can't be a coincidence that princess cut diamonds include both a canal in the leg and a 3.5ct center stone ring with the name royal by name. SHOP NOW: Tacori,
$28,990 for 11 of 15 Rose gold, round cut diamonds, and filigree detailing the channel, made the band make this engagement ring in which to feel particularly sweet. SHOP NOW: JR Dunn, $1850 12 out of 15 Courtesy of Oliver Smith Jeweler This thoroughly modern channel in the engagement ring features a brilliant round cut diamond
bezel in 18K white gold. SHOP NOW: Oliver Smith Jeweler, from $1,875 to $13 from 15 courtesy of Peridot Fine Jewelry When your love is your whole world, you want a ring that shows it. Surrounded by a set of canals in a diamond halo and attached to a smooth 18K gold band, this round champagne diamond sparkler is just a ticket.
SHOP NOW: Peridot Fine Jewelry, $13,600 for 14 out of 15 courtesy of brilliant Earth paired with princess cut diamond set compass point orientation, metal tape detailing on this channel in the engagement is just the right touch whim. SHOP NOW: Brilliant Earth, price by after 15 out of 15 Hello, sparkle! The illusion head on this 2.75tcw
dazzler will catch light from each angle, and the triple foot only increases the effect. SHOP NOW: Anye Designs, $3300 By Noah Kain's invention of cable TV has provided television viewers with hundreds of channels that each provide a wide range of content. The outdoor channel is a cable channel that focuses its programming shows on
hunting, fishing, shooting, off-road and adventure topics. While the Outdoor Channel comes standard in most cable packages, some people don't get the Outdoor Channel. If you have a Time Warner Cable package and you don't get the Outdoor Channel, you can learn how to do with a few simple steps. Find out if an outdoor channel is
available in your area. Go to the Outdoor Channel website (see Resources). Enter your zip code in the search box, and then click the double arrow. The website will search to see if the Outdoor Channel is offered in your area. Register for an outdoor channel. If an outdoor channel postcode search shows that an outdoor channel is
available in your area, contact Time Warner Cable's customer service department (see Resources). Ask the representative why you don't get the Outdoor Channel with your Time Warner Cable package. Most likely, you will need to upgrade your cable package to access the channel. Sometimes, though, there is a glitch in the program that
keeps you from watching the channel. Petition for the Outdoor Channel. If the Outdoor Channel is not available in your area or Time Warner Cable doesn't offer an Outdoor Channel in your area, start a petition to get the Outdoor Channel. If you can create a petition that shows sufficient interest in your area of the Outdoor Channel, both
Outdoor Channel and Time Warner Cable can assess the cost-effectiveness of adding channels to the area. The petition will require three columns: one for a printed word, one for an e-mail message and one for a signature. Advertise your petition at community events, websites, and neighbors and friends. Contact the company again, as
you did in step 2, to notify your petitioning representative. If you can prove with your petition that the majority of time Warner Cable customers want an Outdoor Channel, you may be able to convince the company to add a channel. Tonight, we'll watch Homeland online to see if Carrie Mathison will save her country again in the series
finale. The showtime drama concludes its eighth and final season on Sunday night, with Carrie (Claire Danes) once again working to dispel explosive situations with far-reaching consequences. Homeland first premiered in 2011. The tense, propulsive spy thriller centers on Carrie Mathison, a brilliant but troubled CIA agent. In the first
season, the story focused on her complicated relationship with Nicholas Brody (Damien Lewis), back prisoner of war, who Carrie suspects turned his al-Qaeda captors. Later in the season Carrie around the world – Beirut, Kabul, Berlin, Russia – as she and mentor Saul Berenson (Mandy Patinkin) teamed up with other employees such as
Quinn (Rupert Friend) and Max (Maury Sterling) to solve high-stakes security crises, unravel political plots and battle international intrigue. In the series finale episode titled Prisoners of War, Carrie is trying to make a deal to get the flight recorder out of a helicopter crash that claimed U.S. President Warner and Aghan President
Daoud.Homeland's start time, channelThe Homeland series finale live starting soon, 9 p.m. .m. Eastern today (April 26) on Showtime.She will completely transfer Saul, though, revealing the identity of his longtime Russian asset. And if he fails to comply, Carrie can go nuclear. But can she kill Saul, as her Russian ally/collaborator Yevgeny
Gromov (Costa Ronin) suggested? It's Saul – her mentor, friend, father figure – we're talking about. But Carrie has always taken the weight of the world on her shoulders, and she'll do anything when it's one hair trigger away from destruction. Here's everything you need to know about how to watch the Homeland series finale online. And
watch the finale of the promo below: Just because Homeland is not available to watch in your country, doesn't mean you need to be thwarted by geo-fenced restrictions. But through a virtual private network (VPN), you can watch the Homeland series finale no matter where you are. Our pick for the best VPN is ExpressVPN. It meets all
VPN needs and is easy to use and delivers fast internet speeds, making it easy to create streaming in no time at all. It also works on virtually any device, from iOS and Android, including streaming devices like Amazon Fire TV Stick and Apple TV. Plus, game consoles like PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. Our favorite VPN service,
ExpressVPN, is the top choice for anyone looking to watch the Homeland series finale. It's got a solid combination of safety, speed and ease-of-use. Plus, you get an extra 3 months free if you sign up for a year. And if you've never used a VPN before and are curious and not sure, there's a 30 day money back guarantee if you just want to
give it a try. View DealHow to watch Homeland with USAU, Homeland series finale airs at 9p.m Eastern, Sunday, April 26 for Showtime viewers who subscribe to the premium network via their cable package. Subscribers can also use their login to watch an episode live or on demand in the ShowtimeAnytime app or website. If you already
cut the cord, you can watch Showtime as an add-on channel for Amazon Prime Video ($10.99 per month) as well as with several live TV streaming services including Hulu With Live TV, YouTube TV, Sling TV, Fubo TV and AT&amp;amp; T TV Now.Of these options, we recommend Hulu, which also offers an original program, Handmaid's
Tale, YouTube TV, Sling TV, Fubo TV and AT&amp;amp; T TV Now.Of It has also got a 1 week free trial. YouTube TV is better for those who record everything because it's got unlimited Cloud DVR. Sling is a cheaper option, and right now you can watch a lot of its content for free thanks to happy hour Across America promotion from
5p.m to midnight Eastern.Ne just have Sling TV more affordable from the two services, but it's even more affordable right now, as Sling's chopped 33% off the first month bill. Of course, though, Sling doesn't include Showtime by default, so you'll have to pay extra for it as an add-on. View DealHulu + Live TV offers dozens of channels,
including Showtime as an add-on. Hulu's streaming service also comes with acclaimed original shows such as The Handmaid's Tale, Act and Mrs. America. It's also got ABC, CBS, FOX, NBC and 24x7 news networks including CNN, FOX News and MSNBC. Hulu's Live TV service currently offers a 1-week free trial. View DealHow to
watch Homeland ukGood news is that British fans can watch Homeland season 8. The bad news is that it airs a week after the US premiere, so you have to watch the finale all seven days after the Americans. Homeland series finale will air Sunday, May 3 on Channel 4. You can also watch it on the All 4 streaming service on most devices.
How to Watch Homeland CanadaSo you're in Canada, you'll watch the Homeland series finale the same day and time when the U.S., its Sunday, April 26 at 9pm .m on the streaming service Crave. You can also add showtime as a channel for most major Canadian TV providers. How to watch Homeland AustraliaFrom fear, Aussie fans,
you can watch Homeland the day after it airs in the US So if you want to see the series finale, tune in on Monday, April 27 at 9:30pm .m pm AEDT on SBS Viceland. Or watch their free SBS On Demand streaming service. Service.
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